USS Luna NCC 65828 
SD 10201.13

Starring:

Joseph Leonard as XO Jokeg House of T’Kerg
Anna Marie Novick as CMO Tigs T. Ravenprowler
Jane Rowley as CNS Mikal Luchena 
Mark Burton as CIV Seng Tarn
Carol Ray as TO Anna Hanover
Arlene McIntyre as ADM Xavier and SM

Guests: 
Karriaunna Scotti as CSO Harmony Singh
 Nick Beckwith as MO  Audrina VanDenBroek

Absent: 
Gabriel De Paolo as CO David Merced
Bruce Oriani as FCO Monruth Doole
James A.J. as CTO Tal’ma Duvas


=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= START Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=


Host Adm_Xavier says:
Episode 33, SD 10201.13 - While preparing to leave space dock for the Shelby Proving Grounds, lights appeared on the port side of the Starbase.  The USS Luna went to investigate.  While investigating, a group of lights penetrated the Luna.  The XO was possessed by one and now has been sedated after trying to take over the ship.

Host Adm_Xavier says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Catches Jokeg under the shoulders and cradling his head against her arms, eases him to the ground.  Signaling to security to restrain him for now.::

TO-Hanover says:
 :: Sends a security team over to restrain the XO.::

CSO_Singh says:
:: Looks uneasily at the two Klingons.::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::sleeping like a baby:::

CIV_Seng says:
::moves back and watches:::












Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Flips open her tricorder and scans Jokeg.::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
:: Sitting in the CMO's chair, uncomfortably, doesn't like being in charge of Sickbay::

TO-Hanover says:
::Continues monitoring the sensors and keeping an eye on what is going on with the XO and CMO::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Scan for energy readings see if have any information on this entity.:

EO_Smith  says:
CMO:  Our sensors are down.

CIV_Seng says:
::Watches the XO and CMO uncomfortable with the situation::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Get your tricorder then and scan.:

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  The XO begins to Stir..

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: Holding position in front of lights.

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks nervously at the CMO::  CMO:  Ma’am.  There was an entity in the system destroying it.  I have shut down all computer systems except for life support.  Do you want them back on?

EO_Smith says:
::Grabs her tricorder and starts scanning.::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: NO, hold for further orders.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::begins to awaken::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::Continues to sift through medical reports, sighs, hates having to act as Chief Doctor::

CSO_Singh says:
::Relaxes a little bit and nervously watches, not sure what she should do next.::












Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Picks up Jokeg and eases him on to the second's chair.::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::looks around, fixing his eyes on Ravenprowler::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: do we know the last known position of the other two entities.::

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  The one in the computer was searching for something and the other was in the first officer.  Beyond that, I don't know.

FCO_Jones says:
::looks over console::

CIV_Seng says:
::moves cautiously around the bridge watching the XO and CMO::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Any readings?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Looks at her medical readings and finds Jokeg is not physically affected by the entity.::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: My demands are simple, take this ship to my planet, or this body will die.

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks at CIV as his movement catches her eye, then back at the CMO::

CIV_Seng says:
::moves hand slowly to d’k 'tagh.

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CIV: What are your intentions?:

EO_Smith says:
CMO:  There are two different energy readings here.

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: and they are?:

CIV_Seng says:
CMO: Doctor, it depends on the situation. Do we honor him or let this thing get a way with its threats?












EO_Smith says:
CMO:  One is from the XO, but I don't know what the other one is.

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: The other of my kind is still in your ship, if you do not take this ship to my planet, all will die. 

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*Sickbay*: MO, please report to the bridge.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
:: Hears the call and jumps::  *CMO*  :errrrrr, on my way, doctor  ::jumps up and runs out of Sickbay::

CIV_Seng says:
:: Self: Nuchpu' only fight like this.::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Stares at Jokeg::  Entity: what are you called and where is your planet?:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: We are the Mortion, our planet is on the far side of this system.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::Runs back into Sickbay, picks up her Medical kit::  Self: If it wasn't screwed on....::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::Runs back out of Sickbay and into the Turbolift::  TL: Bridge.:

TO-Hanover says:
::Sends a message to security teams to be alert for anything::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  The Engines come to life....

EO_Smith says:
::Looks at her tricorder, somewhat puzzled by the signature she's never seen before::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
Mortion: For what reason shall we take you to your planet?:

CSO_Singh says:
::Shifts from one foot to the other, feeling a bit useless, then pauses as she feels the engines of the ship, humming through the deck.::













Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: You shall find out the reason when we arrive there.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Get to the Engineering station, CSO give access to the EO, lets get this thing identified.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::Sitting in an out of the way spot, having been removed abruptly from the Conn, concentrating on Jokeg::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::The doors swish open and she enters the bridge::  CMO: You wanted to see me, Doctor?:

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  Aye Ma’am.  ::Finally, something to do...::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
Mortion: We are a ship of exploration and peace, why have you invaded us in this way?:

EO_Smith says:
::walks over to the Engineering station::

CNS_Luchena says:
::senses Jokeg fighting the entity::

CSO_Singh says:
::Turns and opens commands to engineering, keeping an eye out for the other entity.::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: Keep and eye on environmental systems and life support. Prepare to abandon ship.:

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  Flashes of light are seen on the flight control station....  The Ship begins to slowly move.

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  Ummm... Ma’am...:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: Our reasons are for us alone to know. My planet has the technology to remove me from this host, there is no other way.

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: Doctor?:  ::looks at her in horror::













CNS_Luchena says:
::Tries to shift attention to the entity inhabiting the Commander::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: I mean now!!:

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: We are moving......::watches the flashes of light::

CSO_Singh says:
::Jumps at the CMO's bark::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  The entity may not be telling you the entire truth.  It is hiding something.:

TO-Hanover says:
::watches and listens to the CMO...shakes her head and continues to monitor the security teams about the ship::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::jumps::  CMO: Y-yes, Sir.  ::scurries to the Environmental console::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
FCO: Full stop.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: Problem?:

FCO_Jones says:
::tries to stop the ship:: CMO: I can't stop the ship.....:

TO-Hanover says:
::looks up:: CMO: Just monitoring the security teams Ma’am.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::checks Environmental systems and monitors life support::

EO_Smith says:
::searches for a match to her tricorder readings for an identification::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
Mortion: We do not have sufficient crew to man the ship, we have people that are needed still on the Starbase.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Debates on trying again... looks at the CMO and decides to wait::












Host XO_Jokeg says:
::sits back:: CNS: You are observant, I have underestimated your telepathic ability. The Mortion need your help.:
CNS_Luchena says:
::stands and moves closer to Jokeg.::  XO: And we might give you our help freely if we knew what you needed.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: The number of crew will be sufficient for what we will need.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Inform the Starbase we are leaving, clear a heading.:

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  Aye Ma’am.  Do I tell them we are not under our own power?:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: That I cannot say until we arrive at our destination.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks at the first officer::  XO:  Ummm... what heading are we going?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CNS: Keep trying. :: nods to Mikal::

TO-Hanover says:
::listens to the conversation on the bridge and wonders what is going to happen to all of us::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: We are heading to a planet just outside this system.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::shakes his head at Jokeg::

CSO_Singh says:
::Nods and turns back to her station, activating communications::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
Mortion: Helm must have a course in order to take you there.:

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  I suggest we set ship to self-destruct.:
.
Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: 310 mark 2.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: Are we at the ready to abandon ship?:











CSO_Singh says:
COMM:  STARBASE: This is the USS Luna, requesting clearance for destination... a system just beyond this system.  ::Looks at the first officer.::  :310 mark 2.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: All non-essentials to escape pods now.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::turns to Ravenprowler and nods, shaking::  CMO: J-just about, Sir.  Aye, Sir.

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::orders all non-essential crew to the escape pods::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls at the MO:: That'll be Ma’am, do I look MALE to you.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Shocked:: CNS:  Destruct?  When there is something here to be learned?:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  I suggest you tell us the truth now, or you will fail regardless.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: You are so willing to die...:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: No, doctor, it's just, well, that - um, Starfleet's orders state that a superior officer is to be called Sir.....::glances around the bridge for at least SOME moral support::

CNS_Luchena says:
CSO:  This ship is too well armed to allow it to be taken out of our control, into a situation we know nothing about.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks at the MO and whispers::  MO:  Unless the officer requests otherwise.:

EO_Smith says:
::glances over at the MO, feeling a little sorry::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::whispers back::  CSO: Looks like she just has.  Typical.

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
COMPUTER: Set self destruct sequence, Priority code Ravenprowler Theta Alpha 1.:: nods to the CNS.::













Host Adm_Xavier says:
<SBOPS> COMM : CSO:  Acknowledged.  Proceed with caution Luna.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Mumbles::  How about putting the weapons on the pods...:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  Starfleet has strict rules about non-interference.  And since you choose to not tell us the truth...  ::shrugs::

CSO_Singh says:
COMM:  SBOPS: Thank you. ::quietly::  I think.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CNS: You are second in command currently, set self destruct.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Turns to the doctor::  CMO:  Starbase has been informed Ma’am.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: You no longer have control of the ship, all command functions are currently in my control.:

Host Adm_Xavier says:
<Computer> CMO: You require Command access codes.  Commanding officer and Executive officer only.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::sighs::

CSO_Singh says:
::Bites her lower lip and looks at the MO and shakes her head.::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
COMPUTER: Command activate: Ravenprowler Tigs T.:

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  Computer comes to life..

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: Get the non-essentials off ship, activate evacuation protocols.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::laughs::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  Lights can be seen jettisoning through the system.











CSO_Singh says:
::Turns around as her console beeps, her eyes widening.  Breathlessly...::  :How...:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: Aye, aye, errrrrr  Ma’am.  ::orders non-essential personnel off the ship, and begins evacuation protocols::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION: Life Pods are stuck.

EO_Smith says:
::watches the lights uncertainly::

CSO_Singh says:
Ummm...  CMO:  Life pods are non-functional.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Any identification on that energy signature?:

CIV_Seng says:
::moves around to the other side of the bridge keeps hand on d’k tagh::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Re try, get them out of here.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::checks the ships position with the chair console::

CSO_Singh says:
::Sighs and turns gingerly to her activated console, wondering where the other entity is now.  Re-routes power to pods and tries that.::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:   The ship is now 5000 km away from the station.  The ship leaps to Warp 3.

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  Ma’am... the ship is moving at warp 3... to let the pods go...:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Belay that.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: I will speak with you...:

EO_Smith says:
::shakes her head::  CMO:  Nothing.:












FCO_Jones says:
CMO: ETA is 20 min at current speed.

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
ALL : I am open to ideas.:

CSO_Singh says:
::nods with a sigh of relief.  Then turns back to finding where the other entity has gone.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at the XO::  XO:  about?:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: Why we need your help.:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  And why is that?:

CSO_Singh says:
::quietly::   CMO:  Ask him what help he needs?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Nods to the CNS as if to say DO IT.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::acknowledges the CMO's nod::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: The Mortion needs help returning their life energy to their bodies, for this we will return this host unharmed.:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO: and how did their life energy come to be separated from their bodies?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: Return to Sickbay and bring me my weapon. On the double, bat'leth is on the wall in my office.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  CMO:  Perhaps someone from Engineering could go down and physically take the engines offline?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Aye, CNS: Follow the CSO's request.:














Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: Our planet went through a ecological disaster, this was the only way we could survive it.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: Why not just beam it here, Ma’am?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: motions the EO over.::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: I mean NOW, growls loudly.:

EO_Smith says:
::walks over to the CMO::  CMO:  Yes?:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  Perhaps if you give us back control of our ship we could help you.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: A machine called the separator separated our life force from our physical bodies which are in stasis.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: Er, yes, sir - err, Ma’am.  ::enters the Turbolift, shaking her head::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: speaks in a low tone:: EO: get down there and try to eject the Warp core.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
Self:  Stupid Klingon, Macrohead, stinking, stupid...klingon....:

EO_Smith says:
::blinks and responds quietly::  CMO:  While we're at warp?!:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  I still do not believe you are telling us the whole truth.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: Believe what you wish, I speak the truth.:

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: The engines are powering down, now at warp 2.:














Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: Whatever it takes, EO, get the engines shut down, eject the core, get this ship stopped.:

CNS_Luchena says:
CSO:  Do we have external sensors?

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::enters Sickbay, and throws the bat'leth over her shoulder::  Self: I mean, surely this is a job for security, not ME....stupid Klingons and their stupid weapons...::

EO_Smith says:
CMO:  Okay.  ::walks off the bridge::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
FCO: Aye, see what you can do to re route and regain control of the ship.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Itches to ask the XO questions... the entity that is.::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: We have no desire to keep your ship.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::repeats himself::  CSO:  Do we have external sensors, and if so are we near enough to their planet to scan for life forms?:

CIV_Seng says:
::slowly moves towards the XO and CMO::

TO-Hanover says:
::taps scanners and sensors to see if any readings can be gotten::

EO_Smith says:
::steps off the turbolift and walks into Engineering, wondering how she's going to shut down the engines::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: eyes the CIV::

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: Aye.  .::works on regaining  control::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::re-enters the bridge and hands Ravenprowler the bat'leth:: CMO: Here's your.....thingy, Doctor.:  ::walks defiantly back to Environmental::













CSO_Singh says:
::Looks slowly at the CNS and nods her head::  CNS:  I mean.. Yes, Ma’am.  ::Sighs and turns back to her station.::

EO_Smith says:
::thinks for a moment and then walks over to a console, tapping a few buttons::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Get me some scans of the place we are going, put it on screen when we are in range.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::watches the view screen::

CSO_Singh says:
CMO:  Aye Ma’am, placing on the main view screen now.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks down at himself::  CSO:  Ma’am?  Do you need your eyes checked?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes her bat'leth and  positions in over her right  shoulder:: MO: monitor at OPS.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Activates short range sensors.::

EO_Smith says:
::moves to another console and continues trying to shut down the engines::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::turns to Ravenprowler, stunned::  CMO: Ops?:  ::cocks her head in disbelief::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  We need to know how much of what he is telling us is the truth.  Are there signs of an environmental disaster?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: I SAID OPS!!!:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CMO: Your race screams a lot...:

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: Control has return, all of the sudden.:














Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: See to it that the CNS has all the information He requires.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
CMO: With all due respect, Ma’am, I'm a doctor, not a receptionist.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
FCO: All stop.:

FCO_Jones says:
CMO: All stop   ::pushes console::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO: Take the station, that is an order.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::folds her arms defiantly::  CMO: I'm not qualified.:

CSO_Singh says:
CSO:  There is relatively little life on the planet, however, I am detecting life forms underground.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::checks herself::  CMO: Er, Ma’am...:

CNS_Luchena says:
CSO:  We need to know if there are any signs of an environmental disaster.:

TO-Hanover says:
CMO: Ma’am I am not picking up any type of weapon on the surface.;

Host XO_Jokeg says:
All: I need all of you to help me, we need to go to the surface.:

CNS_Luchena says:
XO:  What do you need us for?:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CNS: Many are needed to operate the Separator.:

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks at the counselor::  CNS:  Sir, it is not unlike that of a borg attack.  And the life energy underground... they are not unlike those in him:  ::nods to the XO::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
MO, TO, CSO: Form an away team.:













CIV_Seng says:
Self: The pa’tak takes over someone else body threatens to kill him then wants us to help him?:

TO-Hanover says:
::looks up:: CMO: Aye Ma’am.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::looks around in shock at the order, wasn't expecting that curve ball::

EO_Smith says:
::hears the engines shutting down::  Self:  I didn't do that ... but it's done.  ::shrugs::

CNS_Luchena says:
CSO:  Can you detect this supposed "separator"?

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::gets up, makes his way to the TL:::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::half-dazed, walks to the Turbolift::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO,MO, CSO.: Move out, keep me apprised.:

TO-Hanover says:
::turns to move towards the TL:: CMO: Aye  Ma’am.:  ::looks at the other two::

CSO_Singh says:
CSO:  I think I have it... umm... if this is it.:

CNS_Luchena says:
::moves over to a science console and tries to find evidence of the Separator::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::stands in the TL, waiting for whoever else is coming::

CNS_Luchena says:
CSO:  Go.  ::examines the data the CSO has found::

TO-Hanover says:
::looks at the XO showing no fear and steps into the TL::

CSO_Singh says:
::Grabs her tricorder and hurries after the others.::














Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
TO: Arm yourselves,:

TO-Hanover says:
CMO: Aye Ma’am. I will see that the others are armed.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::waits for everyone to enter the TL, taps the deck where the TR is::

CSO_Singh says:
::Looks under her eyelashes at the XO nervously as she stands with the MO.::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  I do not like this at all.  That is one very determined, very deceitful being:.  ::gestures towards the departing XO::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CNS: Aye Mikal, I know, shall we send you down as well?:

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  It would make little difference.  He is effectively hiding much from me.;

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*Rena*: TO Hanover is on AT, please keep me apprised if her child has any needs.:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::stood still, eyes the rest of the team going down with her::

TO-Hanover says:
<Rena> ::looks up startled:: *CMO*: Aye Ma’am that I will do.

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::steps off the TL, walking into TR1 and up to the console::

CSO_Singh says:
::Whispers::  XO:  Why did you not put all of you into stasis, why only your bodies?  And how many of you are there?:

CIV_Seng says:
::looks over at the CMO shocked by her statement::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*Rena*: Aye Ravenprowler, out.:















Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: There are many of us.:

TO-Hanover says:
::follows to the TL...stops at the weapons locker:: CSO/MO: Do you have weapons?:

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::shakes her head to Hanover::

CSO_Singh says:
::Steps up the transporter pad::  XO:  But why...:

TO-Hanover says:
::hands the MO a weapon::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::sets beam down coordinates, then sets a delay for everyone to step on the pad as he does so::

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
::steps up to the padd, puts the phaser in her holster::

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CIV: keep a lock on our people including the XO, I want them beamed out of there at any sign of trouble.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: So our race could survive...:

TO-Hanover says:
::looks at the CSO and hands her a weapon the locks the weapons locker back and gets on the TR pad::

CIV_Seng says:
CMO: HIja' Commander.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*EO*: Anything on this entities signature?:

CNS_Luchena says:
::intercepts the beam down coordinates then attempts to scan the area::

CSO_Singh says:
::Takes the weapon, listening to the XO in curiosity::














CIV_Seng says:
::moves to the tactical station getting lock on everyone::

Host XO_Jokeg says:
::the transporter engages::

EO_Smith says:
*CMO*:  It's unknown.  There's nothing.:

CSO_Singh says:
XO:  But why not just put everyone in a timed stasis... and do you know if you can put your minds back into your bodies?:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*EO*: Well get me a file started on it then.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
CSO: The Separator can.:

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  The beam in location is in an underground cave.  There is some technology present.:

Host CMO_Ravenprowler says:
CNS: Send coordinates to Starfleet Command.:

CIV_Seng says:
::taps commands in for planet scans::

CSO_Singh says:
::As they beam down, she belatedly turns on the tricorder.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods at the CMO and does as ordered::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  The AT is transported to the surface.  They materialize in a huge cavern.  
100,000's of thousands of stasis tubes can be seen in the cavern walls.

 MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
@::materializes on the planet::

EO_Smith says:
@*CMO*:  Um ... yes, Ma’am.

MO_Van_Den_Broek says:
@::looks around her, and scans for life in the tubes::  Self:  Wow......:











Host XO_Jokeg says:
@::looks around in awe::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
ACTION:  In the middle of the cavern a huge machine can be seen.:

Host XO_Jokeg says:
@::points::  All: The separator.:
TO-Hanover says:
@::materializes on the planet...stands and looks around with an ease that belies the tenseness underneath::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Walks over to one of the tubs curiously::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Looks over her shoulder at the stasis, but continues to the tubes::

Host Adm_Xavier says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


